
Play your Travel 
& Expense cards right,
with these 10 super tips



Travel & Expense is a bit like playing cards, you are dealt with different 
cards every time, but the more informed you are about how to play each 
of them, more the chances of having an upper hand. So let’s look at some 
insightful and useful tips that might go a long way in optimising your 
Travel & Expense spends. 

“Life consists not in holding 
good cards but in playing 
those you hold well” 
- Josh Billings



Tip # 1 

Delays in filing expense claims have a domino effect on the procedures that follow. 
Which is why the entire process of reimbursement gets delayed and also leads to 
inaccuracies. Moreover, a Travizon 2015 Business Travel Survey shows that 33% frequent 
travellers dread reporting travel expenses so much that they prefer paying up themselves1. 
But if employees enter e-receipts (that capture e-transaction data directly from airlines, 
hotels, and car-rental companies and automatically upload them into expense reports) 
you can track and analyse spending instantly, and reimburse faster.

Enter expense claims promptly

* Travel And Expense Management Benchmarking Report - www.sapvirtualagency.com

1Travizon 2015 Business Travel Survey 

The Trump Card

*A Paystream Advisors report 
tells us that use of automated 
solutions based on mobile 
gadgets and email has increased 
from 40 percent in 2012 to 46 
percent in 2013 to 56 percent 
today. Not only does it expedite 
the entire process from purchase 
to reimbursement, it increases 
visibility and accuracy - both vital 
to controlling expenditures.



Tip # 2 

A Global Business Travel Association Report says that India is likely to 
become the 6th largest business travel market in the world by the end 
of 20192. To brace for this massive change, you need to know ways to 
keep approving bills swiftly. If this does not happen seamlessly, you 
may end up paying more costs for the same travel. One effective way 
to approve expenses faster is to set up reminders and deadlines for 
approvers. That way, the swifter it happens, the more cost-efficient 
it is for you. 

Approve expenses faster

* Aberdeen group report on expense management mobile age

The Trump Card

*A smartphone can help 
approve expense reports by 
28% says an Aberdeen Group 
‘Travel & Expense Management 
in a Mobile Age’ Whitepaper in a 
study commissioned by Concur. 
Use the report to know how 
mobile access to expense 
management systems can drive 
performance for you.
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2News Release by Global Business Travel Association (GBTA) Foundation 



Tip # 3 

When the tedious process of travel expense reimbursement gets 
simplified, travellers can compare and choose between options, even the 
hotel and room type. Travellers can make in-policy bookings via mobile by 
gaining visibility throughout the booking cycle. This also enable companies 
to track data from flights, hotels and rental cars to and from the hotel, and 
get insight into travel expenditures before they happen.

* Small business spend report infographic - assets.concur.com

Know the travellers preference

The Trump Card

Assigning corporate preferred vendors 
for air fare, hotels and auto rentals, is a 
way to monitor compliance with these 
agreements. Steve Halvorson, Controller, 
Alfa Laval, Canada says “From 2011 to 
2012 we shifted the proportion of hotel 
nights at preferred hotels from 32% in 
2011 to 48% in 2012.” *A closer look at 
this Expense Trends infographic explains 
in detail and gives a sense of the top 
trends in business travel that help to 
gauge traveller behaviour better.
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The Trump Card

A formal training and guidance for 
supervisors on approvals can go a long way. 
More companies now (*34% as per a 
JP Morgan study ) offer training for 
supervisors who approve their expense 
reports. It may help to assign an additional 
approver. This simple step-by-step guide on 
assigning an additional approver can help 
speed up approval processes.
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4The power of advance purchase: An FCM study 
* www.rpi.edu

Tip # 4 

Timely processing can save a significant amount on expenses. 
For example, tickets booked at least 21 days in advance can 
save, on an average, up to 72% on ticket costs4. However 
approval processes often cause delays, which leads to missing 
out on best offers and hence increases expenditure. So it’s vital 
to keep a track of the time taken by employees to approve 
travel requests. Identifying and encouraging the slowest 
approvers to speed up the process can save time and money.

Monitor the slowest approvers



Tip # 5 

As per a KPMG India Fraud survey 2012, 71% respondents believe that frauds are 
an inevitable cost of business5. 55% have experienced frauds from 2010 to 2012.  So 
it’s important to track down employees who spend out-of-policy. One way of doing 
that is by letting employees know whether their Travel Requests, Travel Booking and 
Expense Claims are compliant. It is more effective to measure policy compliance by 
department, spend category and employee. 

Identify employees spending out of policy

5KPMG India fraud survey-2012 - www.kpmg.com

Frauds have become more 
sophisticated, believe 94% 
respondents (KPMG India Fraud 
survey 2012). It indicates that the 
compliance noose needs to be 
tightened further. One of the ways 
to keep fraudsters at bay is to have 
a robust investigation and fraud 
recovery mechanism. Read up on the 
KPMG survey to know about ways to 
control frauds. 

The Trump Card 5



Tip # 6 

Segregating expenses in different categories gives us different 
insights into Travel & Expense. In a recent study on Travel & Expense 
programs across the world, companies spend the largest amounts of 
money on airfare, hotel, and restaurants. Companies can eliminate 
unprofitable business activities by itemising expenses by product or 
cost centre. This reveals significant information such as certain 
activities may cost more than they are worth.

Analyse spend by category

The Trump Card

*The CWT - Travel & Expense Decision Tree 
Whitepaper, November 2015 study shows us 
the different areas where money is spent by 
employees. Which in turn helps in identifying 
the areas where maximum intervention is 
required and improves employee compliance 
and travel experience. 
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* Cwt travel expense decision tree - www.cwt-solutions-group.com



Tip # 7 

Travel & Expense is the second largest controllable expense for 
Companies, and 100% auditing helps gain the deepest insights7. 
So if the need is to audit a specific subset, one can determine which 
expense reports to subject to an audit review, using techniques such 
as a random selection using a calculated algorithm.

Audit the right people
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Empire Merchants, a wine and spirits 
distributor serving over 12,000 
restaurants and bars in the Metropolitan 
New York area, needed to stay in 
compliance with strict New York liquor 
laws surrounding entertainment dollars. 
So with the right receipt audit, they 
ensured meals and gifts did not exceed 
statutory limits. *Audit rules allowed them 
to flag entertainment expenses above 
normal levels so they could review for 
compliance. What’s more, they used audit 
service to confirm proper receipts were 
attached as back-up in case of an audit. 

* Concur receipt audit- www.concur.com

7 MasterCard Worldwide – Global Insights Report



Tip # 8 

Like any system and policy, Travel & Expense policy too needs to be updated 
frequently. Today, 9 out of 10 businesses have an expense policy in place8. 
Some review it quarterly to update policy items like bundled fares mobile apps, 
preferred vendor lists, internal processes etc. It is important to review policy at 
least once a year, so that it is an evolving document based on constant change 
in the marketplace.

Evolve Travel & Expense Policy 

* 5 benefits of expense report software - www.expensewire.com

8 Concur Technologies, Inc. - Grayling SME Study – Expense Management
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*An article published by ExpenseWire in 
May 2015 explains some key benefits of 
Expense Report Software like reduced 
paperwork, less processing costs, more 
control, faster reimbursement and 
improved visibility. In addition to a 
significant improvement in compliance.



Tip # 9 

Attrition is a big concern, especially in a busy market like India. One in four 
employees in the organised sector in India is set to switch jobs - the 
highest attrition rate globally9. So it becomes imperative to close the loops 
when an employee quits - things like unused plane tickets. It helps to know 
that under a certain amount, the ticket may not be worth seeking 
reimbursement. 

Use unused asset e.g. plane tickets

The Trump Card

*Read up the State of Business Travel 
2016 Report which throws more light on 
key pointers such as how far a person is 
booking travel, and how companies can 
stay prepared. The report is an analysis 
of business travel booking and expense 
reporting data from over 40 million 
users, representing over $76 billion in 
annual spend.
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* State of Business Travel 2016 - ww.concur.com

9Article by Hay House - Attrition in India to top world charts in 2013 
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10Study by Deloitte - Travel, meals, and entertainment tax services

* Travel, Meals, and Entertainment Policy - www.rpi.edu
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*Expenses such as travel, meals and 
entertainment are the second largest 
controllable cost after salaries. The first step 
to optimise it is to create an expenses policy 
which includes special provisions for such 
spends. For example, the Wake Forest 
University in its policy for travel, meals and 
entertainment, states that expenses incurred 
on behalf of the University should be 
substantiated by receipts which shows 
vendor name, address, items purchased, and 
date. In addition to a receipt, a ‘bona-fide’ 
business purpose is required if not evident by 
the documentation. Such measure go a long 
way in controlling such costs. 

There are many ways to produce savings and in spend and 
time through more efficient practices. For example, if we take 
steps to control meals and entertainment spends, it could lead 
to significant savings. As per a report, 50,000 is the average 
number of meals and entertainment expenses recorded by a 
Fortune 1000 company every year10. A good way to optimise 
this spend is to consider looking at time blocks for what you 
reimburse. Which means, reimburse meals when the traveller 
leaves much earlier or arrives way later than meal times.  

Tip # 10 
Chart relevant policies 
e.g. meals and entertainment
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Just like the various aspects of business, and life in general, 
you have to need constant measuring and analysis for optimum 
management. Today, thanks to the automation, one can simply 
do all of that and get results in the company’s favour. 

Concur is a leading global provider of cloud-based 
and mobile solutions for integrated travel and 
expense management. Concur India offers 
innovative business solutions to driven 
entrepreneurs and large corporates, and meets 
complex workflow requirements of fast growing 
Indian companies and Indian multi-nationals in a 
rapidly changing landscape.

Don’t get lost in the shuffle!

About Concur

For more information:

Concur is now part of SAP

tellmehow@concur.com www.concur.co.in


